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Abstract
We consider attractive particle systems in Zd with product invari-
ant measures. We prove that when particles are restricted to a subset
of Zd, with birth and death dynamics at the boundaries, the hydrody-
namic limit is given by the unique entropy solution of a conservation
law, with boundary conditions in the sense of Bardos et al. ([7]). For
the hydrostatic limit between parallel hyperplanes, we prove a mul-
tidimensional version of the phase diagram conjectured in [38], and
show that it is robust with respect to perturbations of the boundaries.
AMS 2000 subject classifications. 60K35, 82C22, 82C26; 35L65, 35L67,
35L50.
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hydrodynamics and hydrostatics; boundary-driven phase transition; scalar
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1 Introduction
Stochastic lattice gases in contact with reservoirs are tractable and thus
widely studied examples of nonequilibrium stationary states. The derivation
of the stationary macroscopic profile (hydrostatic limit) is a natural question
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in this context. For diffusive systems, robust methods have been developed
(see e.g. [16, 17, 23, 27]). The hydrostatic profile is the stationary solution
to the hydrodynamic equation (a possibly nonlinear diffusion equation) with
Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed by reservoir densities. For instance,
the symmetric simple exclusion process exhibits a linear profile connecting
these densities.
For driven lattice gases, the picture is different. The asymmetric simple
exclusion process with open boundaries was first introduced in [29, 30] as an
intermediate tool for studying the process on Zd. Its hydrostatic profile was
determined by [12] in the one-dimensional nearest-neighbor case. It consists
of three phases with uniform bulk density: low-density (LD) and high-density
(HD) phases, where the bulk density is given by one of the boundaries, and
a maximum curent (MC) phase, where the bulk density is 1/2. Unlike in
the diffusive setting, these profiles cannot satisfy both Dirichlet conditions
if the reservoir densities are different. LD and HD phases are separated by
a coexistence line, where the bulk state is a randomly located shock con-
necting the reservoir densities. For more general models and currents, as
well as higher space dimensions, mathematical results are missing. In one
space dimension, the number and nature of phases is expected to depend
on the current-density function through the following variational formula for
the uniform bulk density ([38]):
argmin[λa,λb]f if λa < λb, argmax[λb,λa]f if λb < λa (1)
where λa, λb are the left and right reservoir densities, and f(ρ) is the current-
density function. For the asymmetric exclusion process, f(ρ) = ρ(1−ρ), and
(1) yields the three phases of [12]. For the KLS model ([24]), one obtains a
seven-phase diagram, with two LD, two HD, two MC and a minimum cur-
rent (mC) phase. One outcome of this paper is to prove a multidimensional
version of (1), for a wide class of models including simple exclusion, with
arbitrarily many phases. The boundaries are basically parallel hyperplanes,
but results are somewhat robust with respect to perturbations of this geome-
try. The approach introduced here should be effective to treat more complex
boundary-driven phase transitions, induced either by the domain geometry,
or by two-species model like [19]. These will be considered in future works.
The key to our approach is to determine relevant boundary conditions in
the scaling limit for asymmetric systems. The hydrodynamic behavior of
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particle systems with open boundaries is so far understood only in diffusive
regimes ([17, 27, 5, 18, 34]), where Dirichlet boundary conditions are relevant.
The celebrated result of [39] shows that, under Euler time scaling, the hy-
drodynamic limit of attractive particle systems on Zd with product invariant
measures, is given by the entropy solution to a scalar conservation law. We
extend this result to systems living in an open subset of Rd. We prove that
the hydrodynamic limit is the unique entropy solution to an initial-boundary
problem with BLN boundary conditions introduced in [7]. Instead of fixing
the boundary value like Dirichlet conditions, these conditions impose a set
of possible boundary values depending on the boundary datum ([15]). Our
proof uses a generalized formulation ([46]) of the BLN boundary conditions
that does not explicitely involve a trace for the solution. Producing this
formulation from the microscopic boundary dynamics involves adequate cou-
pling of open systems.
We next derive the hydrostatic profile and local equilibrium in a domain
lying between two parallel hyperplanes coupled to uniform reservoirs. The
result is a d-dimensional version of [38]: we show that the bulk density is
given by the variational formula of [38] applied to the normal projection of
the flux. More generally, if the boundaries are in some sense perturbations of
hyperplanes, we show that, away from the perturbation, the bulk density is
the same as for hyperplanes, regardless of the precise shape of the boundaries.
The hydrostatic limit follows from a uniqueness theorem that we establish
for measure-valued stationary entropy solutions with boundary conditions.
Such a result implies (and is actually equivalent to) asymptotic stability for
entropy solutions with boundary conditions, a question studied so far only
for convex ([31, 32]) or bell-shaped ([33]) flux functions. We prove here such
a result for general fluxes.
We more generally expect BLN boundary conditions to arise in other mod-
els where convergence to the entropy solution is established on the whole
space. However, a proper microscopic treatment of the boundary remains to
be found for models (e.g. [41, 24]) that are not attractive, or do not have
explicit invariant measures. In the latter case, the “natural” definition of
the boundary mechanism given here does not apply. However, it is conjec-
tured in [20] that the macroscopic behavior of the boundary only depends
on microscopic details of the boundary dynamics through an effective density.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define the framework and
state the main results. In Section 3, we establish the hydrodynamic (Theo-
rems 2.2) and hydrostatic (Theorem 2.4) limits. The latter uses uniqueness of
stationary solutions, proved in Section 4, together with asymptotic stability
(Theorem 2.3). For simplicity, we prove the hydrodynamic and hydrostatic
limits in detail for the Misanthrope’s process, formerly treated by [39] in Zd.
However, as explained after Theorem 2.4, the scope of our results is best illus-
trated by the exclusion process with overtaking, a model treated in Appendix
A. Despite computational differences, our approach uses only attractiveness
and product invariant measures, as suggested by the model-independent defi-
nition of the open dynamics (6) and associated coupling (29). The interested
reader can find in an early version of this work ([4]) model-independent com-
putations including both models in a unified framework.
2 The framework and results
Notation. Let N = {1, 2, . . .} and Z+ = {0, 1, . . .}. For x, y ∈ Rd and δ > 0,
|x| = maxi=1,...,d |xi|, x ∧ y = min(x, y), x ∨ y = max(x, y), x
+ = x ∨ 0,
x− = −(x ∧ 0), B(x, δ) = {z ∈ Rd : |z − x| ≤ δ}. The (d − 1)-dimensional
Hausdorff measure on Rd is denoted by Hd−1. The integral of a function f
against a measure µ will be denoted by
∫
f dµ, µ(f) or < µ, f >.
We denote by E := EZ
d
the set of particle configurations η = (η(x) : x ∈ Zd),
where E = [0,K] ∩ Z+, and K ∈ N ∪ {+∞} is the maximum number of
particles per site. R := [0,K] ∩ R is the set of possible values for the par-
ticle density. A local function f on E is a function that depends only on
the restriction of η to a finite subset of Zd. Spatial shift on E, defined by
τxη(.) = η(x+ .) for x ∈ Z
d, is extended to functions f ∈ RE by τxf = f ◦ τx,
and to operators L on RE by τxL = L ◦ τx.
The partial product order on E, i.e. η ≤ ξ iff. η(x) ≤ ξ(x) for all x ∈ Zd, in-
duces (see e.g. [42, 28]) a partial stochastic order among probability measures
on E: for two probability measures µ1 and µ2 on E, µ1 ≤ µ2 iff., equivalently:
(a) For every nondecreasing function f on E,
∫
fdµ1 ≤
∫
fdµ2; (b) There
exists a probability measure µ˜ on E2, with marginals µ1 and µ2, supported
on {(η1, η2) ∈ E
2 : η1 ≤ η2}.
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The model on Zd. We consider here the Misanthrope’s process introduced
in [11]. Another model, the exclusion process with overtaking is described
in Appendix A. Let p(.) be a probability measure on Zd, with finite first
moment, satisfying the irreducibility assumption
∑
n≥1[p
∗n(.)+p∗n(−.)] > 0,
where ∗n denotes n-th power convolution. Let b(., .) be a bounded function
on E × E such that b(0, .) = 0, and either (if K = +∞) b(n,m) > 0 for
n > 0, or (if K < +∞) b(.,K) = 0 and b(n,m) > 0 for n > 0, m < K. The
Misanthrope’s process on Zd is the Feller process on E with generator
Lf(η) =
∑
x,y∈Z
p(y − x)b(η(x), η(y)) [f(ηx,y)− f(η)] (2)
for local functions f : E → R, where ηx,y is the new configuration resulting
from η after a particle jumps from x to y. Boundedness of b(., .), in the
case K = +∞, is a technically simplifying but not necessary condition. It
could be replaced by a Lipschitz condition as in [1], in which case the process
is constructed on a proper subset of E. We further assume that b(n,m) is
nondecreasing with respect to n and nonincreasing with respect to m, and
satisfies the following algebraic conditions:
b(n,m)
b(m+ 1, n− 1)
=
b(n, 0)b(1, m)
b(m+ 1, 0)b(1, n− 1)
b(n,m)− b(m,n) = b(n, 0)− b(m, 0)
(3)
Condition (3) implies existence of a family (νρ, ρ ∈ R) of product invariant
measures whose one-site marginal, denoted by θρ, is explicitely computable
as follows. Let q(n) := b(n, 0)/b(1, n − 1), that is a nondecreasing function,
q(n)! := q(1) · · · q(n). For β ∈ [0, q(∞)) (the chemical potential), define
the probability measure θβ(n) = Z(β)−1βn/q(n)!, where Z(β) is a normal-
izing factor. If K < +∞, it is extended by weak continuity to θβ = δK for
β = q(∞). Its mean R(β) is an increasing C∞ bijection from [0, q(∞)] ∩ R
to R. We set θρ := θ
R−1(ρ). The measure θρ, hence νρ, is stochastically
nondecreasing with respect to ρ. By construction, νρ[η(0)] = ρ. Denoting
by I the set of invariant measures for L, and by S the set of shift-invariant
probability distributions on E, we have
(I ∩ S)e = {νρ : ρ ∈ R} (4)
where index e denotes extremal elements. The above model contains in par-
ticular the simple exclusion process (where K = 1 and b(n,m) = n(1 −m))
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and zero-range process (where K = +∞ and b(n,m) = g(n)). Other exam-
ples can be found in [2, 6].
Open-boundary dynamics. Let Ω denote an open subset of Rd with
locally finite perimeter, and ΩN := {x ∈ Z
d : x/N ∈ Ω} its lattice dis-
cretization, indexed by the scaling parameter N ∈ N. Particles evolve in
ΩN , while Z
d\ΩN is a particle reservoir. Let λN (.), the microscopic reservoir
profile, be a R-valued field on Zd\ΩN . We assume that the sequence (λN ) is
uniformly bounded, and is a lattice approximation, in a sense defined below
(see (12)), of a R-valued macroscopic reservoir profile, λˆ(.) ∈ L∞(∂Ω).
We construct a Markov generator LN on EN := E
ΩN as follows. We de-
compose a particle configuration on Zd as η⊕ η, with η ∈ EN and η ∈ EN :=
EZ
d\ΩN (the reservoir state). This decomposition depends on N , but for
simplicity we omit this dependence in the notation. We let η be distributed
according to a local equilibrium measure with density profile λˆ(.), that is a
product measure νN on EN , with one-site marginals given by
νN({η(x) = n}) = θλN (x)(n), ∀x ∈ Z
d\ΩN , ∀n ∈ Z
+ (5)
If f(η) is a local function on EN , Lf may depend on the inside plus reservoir
configuration η ⊕ η. We define a Markov generator by
LNf(η) =
∫
(Lf)(η ⊕ η)dνN (η) (6)
Note that (6) is a model-independent way of defining open-boundary dy-
namics given the dynamics on Zd, so long as we have a family of product
invariant measures for the latter. For the Misanthrope’s process we obtain
the following explicit dynamics (see Subsection A.1 for the exclusion process
with overtaking). Define
b
+
(ρ, n) =
∑
m
θρ(m)b(m,n), b
−
(n, ρ) =
∑
m
θρ(m)b(n,m) (7)
A jump in the bulk from x ∈ ΩN to y ∈ ΩN has the same rate p(y −
x)b(η(x), η(y)) as in (2). A reservoir particle at x ∈ Zd\ΩN jumps into the
bulk to y ∈ ΩN , thus creating a particle at y, at rate p(y−x)b
+
(λN(x), η(y));
the total birth rate at y is the sum of these contributions over x. A particle in
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the bulk jumps from x ∈ ΩN to the reservoir site y ∈ Z
d\ΩN , thus removing
a particle from x, at rate p(y − x)b
−
(η(x), λN(y)); the total death rate at x
is the sum of these contributions over y.
Example. Consider a one-dimensional totally asymmetric nearest-neighbor
process: p(1) = 1, Ω = (0, 1), ΩN = {1, . . . , N − 1}, λˆ = λa1{0} + λb1{b},
λN = λa1{0}+λb1{N}. For the simple exclusion process, b
+
(λ, n) = λ(1−n),
b
−
(n, λ) = n(1− λ). We then recover the entrance rate λa[1− η(1)] and exit
rate η(N − 1)[1− λb] of [12].
Remark. For the zero-range process, b(n,m) depends only on n. Thus,
the entrance rate does not depend on η, i.e. the left reservoir behaves as
a Poissonian source that does not see the bulk; and the exit rate does not
depend on λr, i.e. the bulk does not see the right reservoir. This simplified
boundary behavior has macroscopic counterparts, see remarks following the-
orems 2.2 and 2.4.
Notational remark. In the sequel, letters η, ξ, . . . will most often denote
elements of EN . Occasionally, they will also denote elements of E. This will
either be clear from the context, or mentioned explicitely.
2.1 Hydrodynamic limit
Consider the initial-boundary value problem on Ω for
∂tρ(t, x) + divxh(ρ(t, x)) = 0 (8)
where h ∈ C1(R) and ||h′||∞ < +∞. The following definition of entropy
solutions is due to [46], see also [9, 10] for related approaches. It differs
from the original definition of [7] and extensions thereof ([35, 43, 44]) by the
essential feature that it does not explicitely involve the trace of the solution
at the boundary, which makes it adapted to our problem. We say ρ(., .) ∈
L∞((0,+∞) × Ω) is an entropy solution to (8) in Ω, with initial datum
ρ0 ∈ L
∞(Ω), and boundary datum λˆ ∈ L∞(∂Ω), iff. there exists M > 0 such
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that ∫
(0,+∞)×Rd
[∂tϕ(t, x)φ(ρ(t, x)) +∇xϕ(t, x).ψ(ρ(t, x))] dtdx
+ M
∫
(0,+∞)×∂Ω
ϕ(t, x)φ(λˆ(x))dt dHd−1(x) +
∫
Ω
ϕ(0, x)φ(ρ0(x))dx ≥ 0
(9)
for every 0 ≤ ϕ ∈ C1K([0,+∞)×R
d), and the family of Kruzˇkov entropy-flux
pairs ([25]) (φ, ψ) = (φ±c , ψ
±
c ) given for c ∈ R by
φ+c (ρ) = (ρ− c)
+, ψ+c (ρ) = 1(0,+∞)(ρ− c)[h(ρ)− h(c)]
φ−c (ρ) = (ρ− c)
−, ψ−c (ρ) = −1(−∞,0)(ρ− c)[h(ρ)− h(c)]
(10)
More generally, let pi(dt, dx, dρ) = dtdxpit,x(dρ) be a Young measure on
[0,+∞), where pi is a weakly measurable mapping from (0,+∞) × Ω to
P([0,+∞)) (the set of probability measures on [0,+∞)). The set of Young
measures is compact for the topology induced by the vague topology for
measures on (0,+∞) × Rd × [0,+∞). We say pi is bounded if there exists
C > 0 such that pit,x is supported a.e. on [0, C]. In the spirit of [13], the
Young measure pi is called a mv solution of (8) with data ρ0 ∈ L
∞(Ω) and
λˆ ∈ L∞(∂Ω), iff. the “mv version” of (9) holds, where the first integral is
replaced by∫
(0,+∞)×Rd
∫
[0,+∞)
[∂tϕ(t, x)φ(ρ) +∇xϕ(t, x).ψ(ρ)] pit,x(dρ)dxdt (11)
In particular, ρ ∈ L∞((0,+∞)) × Ω is an entropy solution, iff. the Young
measure pit,x = δρ(t,x) is a mv entropy solution. It is clearly sufficient to
require (9) or its mv version for a dense subset of values of c. We can
also define mv entropy solutions without an initial datum, by considering
only 0 ≤ ϕ ∈ C1K((0,+∞) × R
d), in which case the third integral in (9)
is removed. In this case, the question of uniqueness is relevant only for
stationary solutions (see Theorem 2.3). For the latter, definition (9) reduces
to considering only spatial test functions ϕ ∈ C1K(R
d) and removing time
integrations. For the Cauchy problem, we have the following result:
Theorem 2.1 ([46]) There exists a unique bounded mv entropy solution pi
to (8) with data ρ0(.) and λˆ(.). This solution is of the form pit,x = δρ(t,x),
where ρ(t, x) is the unique entropy solution.
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Let ∆ = sup{|z| : z ∈ Zd, p(z) > 0}. We assume that the sequence λN(.)
has limiting trace λˆ(.) on ∂Ω in the following sense: there exists a constant
C > 0 such that
lim sup
N→∞
N1−d
∑
x 6∈ΩN , d(x,ΩN )≤r
ϕ(x/N)f(λN(x))
≤ C(1 + r)
∫
∂Ω
ϕ(x)f(λˆ(x)) dHd−1(x) (12)
for every r ∈ [0,∆]∩N, 0 ≤ ϕ ∈ C0K(R
d) and 0 ≤ f ∈ C0(R). Condition (12)
holds for instance if λN(x) = λ(x/N), where λ(.) is a continuous function on
R
d\Ω with trace λˆ(.) on ∂Ω. Let µN be the probability distribution on EN
defined by
µN(dη) =
⊗
x∈ΩN
νρN (x)(dη(x)) (13)
where (ρN(x), N ∈ N, x ∈ ΩN ) is uniformly bounded, R-valued, and satisfies
lim
N→∞
∫
I
∣∣ρN([Nx])− ρ(x)∣∣ dx = 0 (14)
for every bounded Borel set I ⊂ Ω. We assume that, for each N ∈ N,
(ηNt : t ≥ 0) is a Markov process on EN with generator LN and initial
distribution µN . Our first main result is the
Theorem 2.2 Let
αNt (dx) := N
−d
∑
y∈ΩN
ηNNt(y)δy/N(dx) ∈M(Ω)
whereM(Ω) denotes the set of Radon measures on Ω endowed with the topol-
ogy of vague convergence. Then for every t > 0, αNt → αt(dx) := ρ(t, x)dx
in probability, where ρ(., .) is the unique entropy solution to (8) in Ω with
initial datum ρ0(.) and boundary datum λˆ(.), with flux function h(.) given by
h(ρ) =
∫
E
j(η)νρ(dη) (15)
where j(η) is a microscopic flux function defined on E by
j(η) =
∑
z∈Zd
zp(z)b(η(0), η(z)) (16)
for Misanthrope’s process, or (61) for the exclusion process with overtaking.
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Remark. It follows from definition of νρ that h ∈ C
∞(R) and ||h′||∞ < +∞.
Since νρ is a shift-invariant product measure, for the Misanthrope’s process,
h(ρ) has constant direction γ :=
∑
z∈Zd zp(z). Hence (8) reduces to a family
of uncoupled one-dimensional conservation laws. The zero-range process is
special because h.γ is increasing. It follows (see [15]) that an incoming BLN
condition reduces to a Dirichlet condition, while an outcoming BLN condition
is void. This is a microscopic counterpart to the remark on page 7. For the
model of Appendix A, the flux (62) is genuinely multidimensional.
2.2 Hydrostatic limit and stationary entropy solutions.
Let n ∈ Rd be a unitary vector, a, b ∈ R with a < b, and
Ωna,b := {x ∈ R
d : n.x ∈ (a, b)} (17)
We consider (8) in Ω = Ωna,b with boundary datum
λˆ(.) = λa1{n.x=a} + λb1{n.x=b} (18)
where (λa, λb) ∈ R
2. We want to study convergence to the stationary entropy
solution, both for solutions of (8) and stationary distributions of LN , when-
ever this solution is unique. We first give a necessary condition for unique-
ness. Let f ∈ C1(R) be a real-valued function such that ||f ′||∞ < +∞.
Define
λfa = inf{λ ≤ λa : f is constant on [λ, λa]} (19)
λfb = sup{λ ≥ λb : f is constant on [λb, λ]} (20)
if λa ≤ λb, or
λfa = sup{λ ≥ λa : f is constant on [λa, λ]} (21)
λfb = inf{λ ≤ λb : f is constant on [λ, λb]} (22)
if λa ≥ λb. For λa ≤ λb (resp. λa ≥ λb), let Mf(λa, λb) denote the set of
minimizers (resp. maximizers) of f on [λfa∧λ
f
b , λ
f
a∨λ
f
b ]. If this set is reduced
to a singleton, its unique element (which necessarily belongs to [λa, λb]) is
denoted by Rf (λa, λb). For ρ, ρ
′ ∈ R, we write ρ =f ρ
′ iff. f is constant on
the interval defined by ρ, ρ′, and ρ ≤f ρ
′ iff. ρ ≤ ρ′ or ρ =f ρ
′.
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Proposition 2.1 Let a = x0 < x1 < . . . < xn = b, and (ρ0, . . . , ρn−1) be a
nondecreasing (if λa < λb) or nonincreasing (if λa > λb) sequence of elements
of Mh(.).n(λa, λb) in the sense of ≤h(.).n. Then ρ˜(x) := ρ(n.x), where
ρ(x) :=
n−1∑
k=0
ρk1(xk,xk+1)(x), (23)
is a stationary entropy solution to (8) in Ωna,b with boundary datum (18).
Remark. For flux functions h(.) obtained from (15)–(16) or (61)–(62), h(.).n
either has no flat segment, or is identically 0. In the former case, λfγ = λγ
for γ ∈ {a, b}, and ≤h(.).n reduces to ≤. In the latter case, any profile is a
stationary solution.
It follows from Proposition 2.1 thatMh(.).n(λa, λb) = {Rh(.).n(λa, λb)} is nec-
essary for uniqueness of a stationary solution. We now assume this condition
satisfied, and establish uniqueness and convergence to the unique solution.
More generally, we consider a perturbation Ω of Ωna,b in the following sense:
there exist −∞ < a′ ≤ a < b ≤ b′ < +∞ such that
Ωna,b ⊂ Ω ⊂ Ω
n
a′,b′ (24)
The boundary of Ω is a disjoint union of components ∂Ωγ for γ ∈ {a, b}, such
that n.x ≤ a (resp. n.x ≥ b) on ∂Ωa (resp. on ∂Ωb). Theorems 2.3 and 2.4
below state that, for the problem in Ω with boundary datum
λˆ(.) = λa1∂Ωa + λb1∂Ωb, (25)
uniqueness and convergence hold in Ωna,b. Thus, away from the perturbation,
the behavior of the system is the same as for hyperplanes, regardless of the
geometry of boundaries. Near boundaries, the density depends on the ge-
ometry. However, we prove that it lies between the boundary datum and
bulk density. This implies that in LD or HD phases, the bulk density ex-
tends up to the dominant boundary, regardless of the geometry of boundaries.
In the following, un → [α, β] in L
1
loc(Ω) means that, for every compact
K ⊂ Rd, limn→∞
∫
K∩Ω
(un − β)
+dx = limn→∞
∫
K∩Ω
(un − α)
−dx = 0
Theorem 2.3 Assume h ∈ C1(R), ||h′||∞ < +∞. Let ρ(., .), resp. pi,
be an entropy solution, resp. stationary mv entropy solution to (8), in Ω
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satisfying (24), with boundary datum (25). Then the following hold, where
ρ∗ = Rh(.).n(λa, λb), and I[α, β] := [α ∧ β, α ∨ β]:
(i) pix(I[λ
f
a, ρ
∗]) = 1 on Ω ∩ Ωna′,b, and pix(I[ρ
∗, λfb ]) = 1 on Ω ∩ Ω
n
a,b′. In
particular, pix = δρ∗ a.e. on Ω
n
a,b, which extends to Ω ∩Ω
n
a′,b (resp. Ω∩Ω
n
a,b′)
if ρ∗ = λa (resp. λb).
(ii) As t → ∞, ρ(t, .) → I[λfa, ρ
∗] in L1loc(Ω ∩ Ω
n
a′,b), and ρ(t, .) → I[ρ
∗, λfb ]
in L1loc(Ω ∩ Ω
n
a,b′). In particular, ρ(t, .) → ρ
∗ in L1loc(Ω
n
a,b), which extends to
L1loc(Ω ∩ Ω
n
a′,b), resp. L
1
loc(Ω ∩ Ω
n
a,b′), if ρ
∗ = λa, resp. λb.
For the next result, we say a function g : E → R is Lipschitz, if there
exists a finite S ⊂ Zd and a constant C > 0 such that |g(η) − g(ξ)| ≤
C
∑
x∈S |η(x) − ξ(x)| for all η, ξ ∈ E. This holds in particular for bounded
local functions. For c ∈ R, we denote by νNc the product measure on EN
under which η(x) ∼ θc for every x ∈ ΩN .
Theorem 2.4 Let h(.) be the flux function (15)–(16) or (61)–(62). As-
sume that, for each N ∈ N, νN is an invariant measure for LN , and that
there exists R ∈ R such that νN ≤ νNR for large enough N ∈ N. Let
αN(dx) := N−d
∑
y∈ΩN
δy/N (dx). Then, as N →∞:
(i) the restriction of αN to Ωna,b converges to Rh(.).n(λa, λb)dx in probabil-
ity under νN (hydrostatic limit);
(ii) for every Lipschitz function g : E → R, gN(x) := τ[Nx]ν
N [g(η)] con-
verges in L1loc(Ω
n
a,b) to g := νRh(.).n(λa,λb)[g(η)] (local equilibrium).
iii) If Rh(.).n(λa, λb) = λa, resp. λb, (i) and (ii) extend to Ω ∩ Ω
n
a′,b, resp.
Ω ∩ Ωna,b′.
Remark. The condition νN ≤ νNR is a microscopic counterpart of the
boundedness assumption in the definition of stationary entropy solutions.
If K < +∞, it is always satisfied by R = K. If K = +∞, there exists a se-
quence of invariant measures such that νNr ≤ ν
N ≤ νNR , with r = min(λa, λb)
and R = max(λa, λb). Indeed, by Lemma 3.2, this holds for any subsequential
limit of MNt := t
−1
∫ t
0
νNr e
sLNds . In particular, this is true if the invariant
measure is unique for N large enough, which holds in dimension one for any
value of K.
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For the Misanthrope’s process, the flux h has constant direction of the mean
drift γ. Hence, the phase diagram depends on n only through the sign of n.γ,
and the bulk state is not determined if n.γ = 0, where the flux is constantly
parallel to the boundaries. The zero-range process is special because h.γ is
increasing, thus the bulk density for n.γ 6= 0 is always that of the incoming
boundary. This is another microscopic counterpart to the remark on page 7.
Note that the flux function (15)–(16) is not explicit. The model of Ap-
pendix A produces any Rd-valued polynomial flux function (see (61)–(62)).
If K < +∞ and h(.).n has k local maxima and k−1 local minima, we obtain
k LD phases, k HD phases, k MC phases and k − 1 mC phases.
3 Proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4
We follow the scheme of [39] by deriving a mv version of entropy inequality
(9) for the particle system, and using uniqueness results of Theorems 2.1
and 2.3. The key novelty is to obtain the boundary term of [46] from a
proper coupling of open systems. Technically, the approach of [39] is slightly
simplified by introducing a deterministic rather than random Young measure,
and including the initial condition inside the entropy condition.
3.1 Coupling open systems
Let c ∈ [0,K]∩R. We couple the η-process with reservoir profile λN(.) with a
ξ-process that has uniform reservoir profile c (that is, (ξt) is a Feller process
with generator similar to (6), but λN(.) replaced by the uniform profile c on
Z
d\ΩN . The coupling is constructed in the same spirit as (6). We start from
the coupled L˜ generator for the dynamics on Zd (see [11]),
L˜f(η, ξ) =
∑
x,y∈Zd
b(η(x), η(y)) ∧ b(ξ(x), ξ(y)) [f(ηx,y, ξx,y)− f(η, ξ)]
+
∑
x,y∈Zd
[b(η(x), η(y))− b(ξ(x), ξ(y))]+ [f(ηx,y, ξ)− f(η, ξ)]
+
∑
x,y∈Zd
[b(η(x), η(y))− b(ξ(x), ξ(y))]− [f(η, ξx,y)− f(η, ξ)](26)
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where (η, ξ) ∈ E2. Because of monotonicity assumptions on b, this coupling
preserves an initial order between η and ξ. Let Fρ(x) = θρ((−∞, x]) denote
the c.d.f. of θρ, and F
−1
ρ its generalized inverse. We define θ˜ρ,c as the distri-
bution of (F−1ρ (U), F
−1
c (U)), where U is a r.v. with uniform distribution on
[0, 1]. Since θρ ≤ θc if ρ ≤ c, θ˜ρ,c is a monotone coupling of θρ and θc, i.e. it
has these two measures as marginals, and if ρ ≤ c, θ˜ρ,c is supported on the
set of (n,m) ∈ Z+ such that n ≤ m. In the case K = 1, where the model
reduces to simple exclusion, θ˜ρ,c is the usual coupling of Bernoulli measures
with parameters ρ and c , i.e.
θ˜ρ,c(0, 0) = (1− ρ) ∧ (1− c) , θ˜ρ,c(1, 0) = (ρ− c)
+
θ˜ρ,c(0, 1) = (c− ρ)
+ , θ˜ρ,c(0, 0) = ρ ∧ c (27)
Let ν˜N denote the product measure on E
2
N with one-site marginals given by
ν˜N ({η(x) = n}) = θ˜λN (x),c(n), ∀x ∈ Z
d\ΩN , ∀n ∈ Z
+ (28)
We define the coupled generator on E2N in a model-independent way by
L˜N,cf(η, ξ) :=
∫
E
2
N
L˜f(η ⊕ η, ξ ⊕ ξ)dν˜N (η, ξ) (29)
where (η, ξ) ∈ E2N and (η, ξ) ∈ E
2
N . More explicitely, for the Misanthrope’s
process, we obtain
L˜N,c = L˜
0
N + L˜
+
N,c + L˜
−
N,c (30)
where L˜N0 is similar to L˜ in (26), but with x, y restricted to ΩN , while
L˜+N,cf(η, ξ) =
∑
x 6∈ΩN , y∈ΩN
p(y − x)b
+
(λN(x), η(y)) ∧ b
+
(c, ξ(y)) [f(η + δy, ξ + δy)− f(η, ξ)]
+
∑
x 6∈ΩN , y∈ΩN
p(y − x)[b
+
(λN(x), η(y))− b
+
(c, ξ(y))]+ [f(η + δy, ξ)− f(η, ξ)]
+
∑
x 6∈ΩN , y∈ΩN
p(y − x)[b
+
(λN(x), η(y))− b
+
(c, ξ(y))]− [f(η, ξ + δy)− f(η, ξ)](31)
L˜−N,cf(η, ξ) =
∑
x∈ΩN , y 6∈ΩN
p(y − x)b
−
(η(x), λN(y)) ∧ b
−
(ξ(x), c) [f(η − δx, ξ − δx)− f(η, ξ)]
+
∑
x∈ΩN , y 6∈ΩN
p(y − x)[b
−
(η(x), λN(y))− b
−
(ξ(x), c)]+ [f(η − δx, ξ)− f(η, ξ)]
+
∑
x∈ΩN , y 6∈ΩN
p(y − x)[b
−
(η(x), λN(y))− b
−
(ξ(x), c)]− [f(η, ξ − δx)− f(η, ξ)](32)
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In the sequel, (ηNt , ξ
N
t ) denotes a coupled process with generator L˜N,c. Ex-
pectation with respect to this process will be denoted by IEN,c when we want
to emphasize dependence on c, otherwise simply by IE. We assume that
ξN0 ∼ ν
N
c and that, for some R ∈ R, the distribution of η
N
0 is dominated
stochastically by νNR for all N ∈ N. The latter is automaticallly fulfilled with
R = K if K < +∞.
Lemma 3.1 For every t ≥ 0, ξNt has distribution ν
N
c .
Proof of lemma 3.1. Let LN,c denote the generator obtained from (6) when
the reservoir profile λN(.) has uniform value c. Let f(η) be a local function
on EN . Since νc is invariant for L,∫
EN
LN,cf(η)dν
N
c (η) =
∫
E
Lf(η ⊕ η)dνc(η ⊕ η) = 0
Hence νNc is an invariant measure for (6). 
Lemma 3.2 For every t ≥ 0, ηNt is dominated stochastically by ν
N
Λ , where
Λ := max[R, supx∈Zd\ΩN λN(x)].
Proof of lemma 3.2. Consider a coupled process (ηNt , ζ
N
t ) with generator
L˜N,Λ, whose initial distribution is such that η
N
0 ≤ ζ
N
0 and ζ
N
0 ∼ ν
N
Λ . The
initial order is preserved by jumps within ΩN , since the coupling inside ΩN
is the same as in Zd. It is not hard to see that the order is also preserved by
the coupling of births or deaths, because b
+
(ρ, n) and b
−
(ρ, n), defined in (7)
are respectively nondecreasing and nonincreasing in ρ. 
3.2 Average entropy inequality
To prove Theorem 2.2, we define a Young measure that we show satisfies
(9). Let I˜ denote the set of invariant measures for (26), and S˜ the set of
shift-invariant probability distributions on E2. The arguments used for the
proof of (4) also establish the following result:
Proposition 3.1 ([1, 11, 21, 28])
(I˜ ∩ S˜)e = {ν˜ρ,ρ′ : (ρ, ρ
′) ∈ R2}
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where ν˜ρ,ρ′(dη, dξ) is a probability distribution on E
2 with marginals νρ(dη)
and ν ′ρ(dξ), and is supported on the set {η ≤ ξ} (resp. ≥) if ρ ≤ ρ
′ (resp.
≥).
Let F denote the set of functions F (t, x, η, ξ) : [0,+∞) × Rd × E2 → R,
uniformly continuous in (t, x), with (i) compact support: F (t, x, η, ξ) = 0 if
(t, x) 6∈ K; (ii) Lipschitz property in (η, ξ): |F (t, x, η, ξ) − F (t, x, η′, ξ′)| ≤
C
∑
|z|≤r(|η(z) − η
′(z)| + |ξ(z) − ξ′(z)|), where r ∈ N, C > 0 are constants,
and K a compact subset of ⊂ [0,+∞)× Rd.
Proposition 3.2 Let S be a dense subset of R. For any sequence of integers
increasing to +∞, there exists a subsequence and a Young measure (t, x) 7→
pit,x supported a.e. on [0,Λ], such that, for every F ∈ F and c ∈ S,
lim
N→∞
IEN,c

∫ +∞
0
N−d
∑
x∈ΩN : d(x,Zd\ΩN )>r
F
(
t,
x
N
, τxη
N
Nt, τxξ
N
Nt
)
dt

=
∫ +∞
0
∫
Ω
∫
[0,+∞)
〈F (t, x, ., .)〉ρ,c pit,x(dρ)dxdt (33)
holds along this subsequence, where <>ρ,c denotes expectation w.r.t. ν˜ρ,c.
Let 0 ≤ ϕ ∈ C1K([0,+∞)× R
d). Define
Φ±N (t, η, ξ) := N
−d
∑
x∈ΩN
ϕ(t, x/N)(η(x)− ξ(x))± (34)
Then,
IE
{
Φ±N (0, η
N
0 , ξ
N
0 ) +
∫ +∞
0
[∂t +NL˜N,c]Φ
±
N(t, η
N
Nt, ξ
N
Nt)dt
}
= 0 (35)
We denote respectively by K±∂Ω(ϕ) and K
±
0 (ϕ), the second and third integrals
in (9), and by K±Ω(ϕ, pi) the integral in (11). The main step in the proof of
Theorem 2.2 is the following:
Proposition 3.3 Let pi be a Young measure given by Proposition 3.2. Then
(37)–(38) below hold, where the constant M > 0 depends only on p(.) and
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b(., .). In addition, (36) holds if the initial distribution of (ηN0 , ξ
N
0 ) is the
product measure µ˜N,c on E2N whose marginal at site x ∈ ΩN is θ˜ρN (x),c.
lim
N→∞
IEΦ±(0, ηN0 , ξ
N
0 ) = K
±
0 (ϕ) (36)
lim sup
N→∞
IE
{∫ +∞
0
N [L˜+N,c + L˜
−
N,c]Φ
±
N (t, η
N
Nt, ξ
N
Nt)dt
}
≤ MK±∂Ω(ϕ) (37)
lim sup
N→∞
IE
{∫ +∞
0
[∂t +NL˜
0
N,c]Φ
±
N (t, η
N
Nt, ξ
N
Nt)dt
}
≤ K±Ω(ϕ, pi) (38)
From this and (35), we immediately deduce the following:
Corollary 3.1 Any limiting Young measure pi in Proposition 3.2 is a mv
entropy solution to (8) on Ω with boundary datum λˆ(.). If (ηN0 , ξ
N
0 ) ∼ µ˜
N,c
defined in Proposition 3.3, then pi has initial datum ρ0(.).
Proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. Under assumptions of Theorem 2.2,
Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 2.1 imply that the whole sequence in (33) con-
verges to the limit given by pit,x = δρ(t,x), where ρ(t, x) is the unique entropy
solution. To deduce convergence of the empirical measure is a standard tech-
nical step (see e.g. [39, 22]). Similarly, Corollary 3.1 combined with Theorem
2.3 implies Theorem 2.4.
Proof of proposition 3.3.
Proof of (36). This follows from (14) since, by definition of µ˜N,c,
IEΦ±N (0, η
N
0 , ξ
N
0 ) = N
−d
∑
x∈Zd
ϕ
(
0,
x
N
)
(ρN (x)− c)±
Proof of (37). let L˜ ∈ {L˜+N,c, L˜
−
N,c}. Then, for some constant C > 0, depend-
ing only on p(.) and b(., .),
NL˜Φ±N (t, η, ξ) ≤ CN
1−d
∑
x∈ΩN
ϕ(t, x/N)
∑
y 6∈ΩN
[p(y−x)+ p(x− y)](λN (y)− c)
±
(39)
Indeed, consider for instance Φ+N . The only terms in (31)–(32) that produce
a positive variation of Φ+N are those of (31) for which η(y) ≥ ξ(y) and a
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particle is created at y in η only, and those of (32) for which η(x) ≥ ξ(x) and
a particle is removed at x from ξ only. Then, (39) is a consequence of the
following inequalities for η(x) ≥ ξ(x), η(x) ≥ ξ(y):
{b
+
(λN(x), η(y))− b
+
(c, ξ(y))}+ ≤ ||b||∞(λN(x)− c)
+
{b
−
(η(x), λN(y))− b
−
(ξ(x), c)}− ≤ ||b||∞(λN(y)− c)
+
The above inequalities are consequences of monotonicity assumptions on
b(., .) and the fact that θ˜λ,c is a monotone coupling of θλ and θc. By (12) and
the first moment assumption for p(.), in the limit N →∞, the r.h.s. of (39)
is bounded by a uniform constant times K±∂Ω(ϕ).
Proof of (38). The same computation as in [39, equation (3.2)] (with mi-
nor differences due to the boundary and finite-range cutoff) shows that, for
every r ∈ N,
NL˜0NΦ
±
N (t, η, ξ) ≤ N
−d
∑
x∈ΩN : d(x,Zd\ΩN )>r
∇xϕ(t, x/N).τxj˜
±
r (η, ξ) + δr + εN
(40)
where limN→∞ εN = limr→∞ δr = 0, and
j˜+r (η, ξ) =
∑
z∈Zd: |z|≤r
zp(z)F0,z(η, ξ)[b(η(0), η(z))− b(ξ(0), ξ(z))] (41)
j˜−r (η, ξ) =
∑
z∈Zd: |z|≤r
zp(z)F0,z(ξ, η)[b(ξ(0), ξ(z))− b(η(0), η(z))] (42)
Fx,y(η, ξ) = 1{η(x)≥ξ(x), η(y)≥ξ(y)} (43)
In particular, j˜+r (η, ξ) = jr(η)− jr(ξ) on {η ≥ ξ}, resp. 0 on {η ≤ ξ}, where
jr is defined as (16) with the truncation |z| ≤ r. Thus by Proposition 3.1,
< (η(0)− ξ(0)+ >ρ,c= (ρ− c)
+ = Φ+c (ρ), < j˜
+
r >ρ,c= 1ρ≥c[hr(ρ)− hr(c)]
where hr is defined from jr as in (15). Since hr → h uniformly, the result
follows from Proposition 3.2. 
Proof of proposition 3.2. It is enough to prove existence of a Young
measure pi satisfying (33) for a given c ∈ S. Indeed, by diagonal extraction,
we can then find a common subsequence of N → ∞ along which, for each
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c ∈ S, there is a Young measure pic, a priori depending on c. However, taking
in (33) arbitrary test functions not depending on ξ, shows that pic does not
depend on c.
Given a = (a1, . . . , ad) and b = (b1, . . . , bd) in R
d such that a ≤ b com-
ponentwise, we set [a, b) :=
∏d
i=1[ai, bi). For n ∈ N, k = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ Z
d
and l ∈ N, we set xn,k = k 2
−n ∈ Rd, Bn,k = [k 2
−n, (k + 1) 2−n), tn,l = l 2
−n
and Tn,l = [l 2
−n, (l + 1) 2−n). Let µ˜Nt denote the distribution of (η
N
Nt, ξ
N
Nt),
and
MNn,k,l := 2
n
∫
Tn,l
1
Nd2nd
∑
x∈Bn,k
τxµ˜
N
t dt (44)
Below we show that there exists a constant V > 0 with the following property:
for each (k, l) ∈ Zd × Z such that
Bn,k ⊂ Ω, d(Bn,k,R
d \ Ω) > V.2−n (45)
there is a subsequence along which
MNn,k,l → ν˜n,k,l :=
∫
R
ν˜ρ,cdpin,k,l(ρ) ∈ I˜ ∩ S˜ (46)
where pin,k,l is a probability measure on [0,Λ], and → means convergence
for Lipschitz functions on E2. By diagonal extraction, there is a common
subsequence along which this convergence holds simultaneously for all triples
(n, k, l). Define the Young measure
pint,x :=
∑
k∈Zd, l∈Z
pin,k,l1Tn,l(t)1Bn,k(x)
By compactness, there is a limiting (in vague topology) Young measure pit,x
for pint,x along a subsequence of n → ∞. Since pi
n
t,x is supported a.e. on a
fixed interval [0,Λ], the same holds for pit,x, and vague convergence extends
to < F (t, x, ., . >ρ,c, even though it is not bounded. The result follows by
continuity assumption on F .
Proof of (44). By Lemma 3.2, on each finite subset of Zd, MNn,k,l has both
marginals dominated by νΛ∨c. Thus for fixed n, k, l it is a tight sequence as
N →∞, and for every subsequential limiting distribution, convergence holds
on functions with at most linear growth. We couple our process (ηNt , ξ
N
t ) on
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the time interval NTn,l to a process (ηˆ
N
t , ξˆ
N
t ) on E
2 with generator (26), so
that in (ηNt , ηˆ
N
t ) and (ξ
N
t , ξˆ
N
t ), jumps within ΩN are coupled as in (26). At
time Ntn,l, the initial distribution of the coupling is chosen so that ηˆ
N co-
incides with ηN on ΩN and has no particle outside, and similarly for ξˆ
N .
Denote by MˆNn,k,l the measure defined by replacing µ˜
N
t in (46) with the distri-
bution of (ηˆNNt, ξˆ
N
Nt). Statement (44) for Mˆ
N
n,k,l follows as in the proof of [39,
Theorem 3.1] from shift-invariance of (26), and is then deduced for MNn,k,l
from the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3 Under condition (45),
lim
N→∞
sup
t∈Tn,l
IEN−d
∑
x∈NBn,k
∣∣ηNNt(x)− ηˆNNt(x)∣∣ = 0
and similarly for (ξNNt, ξˆ
N
Nt).
Proof of lemma 3.3. Let ε > 0, Hε(.) = H1(./ε), where H1 is a smooth
nondecreasing function on R such that H1(x) = 0 for x < 0, H1(x) = 1 for
x ≥ 1. For t ∈ Tn,l, let ΦN = Φ
+
N + Φ
−
N , see (34), with ϕ(t, x) = Hε(R −
V (t− tn,l)− |x− xn,k|ε), where V :=
∑
z∈Zd |z|p(z) and |x|ε := (|x|
2 + ε2)1/2,
with R > 0 and ε > 0 chosen in (47) below. Since ∂tϕ + |V.∇xϕ| ≤ 0, (40)
yields
IEΦN(t, η
N
Nt, ηˆ
N
Nt) ≤ IEΦN (tn,l, η
N
Ntn,l
, ηˆNNtn,l) + t(δr + εN + ε
′
N)
for any r ∈ N and t ∈ Tn,l, where
ε′N = CN
1−d
∑
x∈ΩN
∑
y 6∈ΩN
[p(x− y) + p(y − x)]ϕ(tn,l, x/N)
is a bound on the contribution of births and deaths in ηN . By (12), limN→∞ ε
′
N =
0 if R and ε are chosen such that the support of ϕ(tn,l, .) lies in Ω. Since
1{|x−xn,k|≤R−2ε−V (t−tn,l)} ≤ ϕ(t, x) ≤ 1{|x−xn,k|≤R−V (t−tn,l)},
we obtain the conclusion by choosing R and ε such that
(1 + V )2−n + 2ε < R < 2−n + d(Bn,k,R
d \ Ω) (47)

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4 Proofs of Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.3
A change of coordinates in (9) shows that
Lemma 4.1 Let pi be a bounded Young measure on (0,+∞)×(a, b), n ∈ Rd,
f(.) = h(.).n. Then p˜it,x := pit,n.x is a mv entropy solution to (8) in Ω
n
a,b with
boundary datum (18), iff. pi is an entropy solution to
∂tρ(t, y) + ∂yf(ρ(t, y)) = 0 (48)
on (a, b) with boundary datum
λa1{a} + λb1{b} (49)
Proof of proposition 2.1. We assume for instance λa ≤ λb. By Lemma
4.1, we are reduced to showing that ρ(.) given by (23) is a stationary entropy
solution to (48) with boundary datum (49). For each c ∈ Mf(λa, λb), the
connected component of Mf(λa, λb) containing c is a closed interval, whose
left end we denote by L(c). Then r(x) := L(ρ(x)) is nondecreasing with
respect to the usual order, thus locally of bounded variation, and ψ±c (r(x))
is nonincreasing. Hence, for ϕ ∈ C1K(R),∫ b
a
ψ±c (ρ(x))ϕ
′(x)dx =
∫ b
a
ψ±c (r(x))ϕ
′(x)dx ≥ ψ±c (r(1))ϕ(1)− ψ
±
c (r(0))ϕ(0)
The stationary form of (9) is then a consequence of the inequality
−Mφ±c (λb) ≤ ψ
±
c (r) ≤Mφ
±
c (λa)
which holds for every c ∈ R and r ∈ Mf(λa, λb), provided M ≥ ||f
′||∞,
which may be assumed w.l.o.g. 
4.1 Proof of Theorem 2.3 for Ω = Ωna,b
We first prove the following special cases of Theorem 2.3
Proposition 4.1 Let pi be a stationary mv entropy solution to (48) on (a, b)
with boundary datum (49). Then pix = Rf(λa, λb) a.e. on (a, b).
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Corollary 4.1 Let ρ(., .) be an entropy solution to (48) on (a, b) with bound-
ary datum (49). Then ρ(t, .)→ Rf (λa, λb) in L
1((a, b)) as t→∞.
Proof of proposition 4.1. By (9), x 7→ pix(ψ
±
c ) =: g
±
c (x) satisfies ∂xg
±
c (x) ≤
0 in the sense of distributions on (a, b), hence it is a nonincreasing function
on (a, b). For any ϕ ∈ C1K(R),∫
(a,b)
ϕ′(x)g±c (x)dx = ϕ(1)g
±
c (1
−)− ϕ(0)g±c (0
+)−
∫
(a,b)
ϕ(x)dg±c (x)
Then, the stationary form of (9) implies
g±c (0
+) ≤Mφ±c (λa), g
±
c (1
−) ≥ −Mφ±c (λb)
and thus, for a.e. x ∈ (a, b),
−Mφ±c (λb) ≤ pix(ψ
±
c ) ≤Mφ
±
c (λa) (50)
In (50), we take c = Rf(λa, λb) ∈ [λa, λb]. Since f(ρ) − f(c) ≥ 0 for all
ρ ∈ R, the second inequality with φ+c and the first inequality with φ
−
c yield
pix[f(ρ)− f(c)] ≤ 0. Hence, pix = δRf (λa,λb). 
For the proof of Corollary 4.1 and for subsequent use, we recall a classi-
cal contraction and finite propagation result (see [46]). An entropy sub-
solution, resp. super-solution ([8]) to (8), is defined by restricting (9) to
(φ, ψ) = (φ+c , ψ
+
c ), resp. (φ, ψ) = (φ
−
c , ψ
−
c ), and lies in C
0([0,+∞);L1loc(Ω))
by [36]. Mv entropy sub-solutions and super-solutions are defined in the
usual way. Remark that an entropy sub (super)-solution remains one if the
initial or boundary datum is increased (decreased).
Proposition 4.2 Let pi1(., .) (resp. pi2(., .)) be a mv entropy sub-solution
(resp. super-solution) to (8) in Ω with initial data ρ10(.), ρ
2
0(.) in Ω and
boundary data λˆ1(.) ≤ λˆ2(.) in ∂Ω. Let C > 0 be such that pi
i
t,x is supported
a.e. on [0, C] for each i ∈ {1, 2}. Set V = sup{|h′(ρ)|, ρ ≤ C}. Then, for
a.e. t > 0 (every t > 0 in the case of Dirac solutions),∫
Ω∩B(x0,R−V t)
∫
R2
(ρ1−ρ2)+pi1t,x(dρ
1)pi2t,x(dρ
2)dx ≤
∫
Ω∩B(x0,R)
(ρ10(x)−ρ
2
0(x))
+dx
(51)
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In particular, (51) implies a maximum principle for pi1, (and a similar mini-
mum principle for pi2), pi1t,x([0, C1]) = 1, where
C1 := max
(
sup
Ω
(ρ10(.)), sup
∂Ω
λˆ1(.)
)
Proof of corollary 4.1. Let δ1 be a smooth nonnegative function, supported
on [0, 1], such that
∫ 1
0
δ1(u) = 1. For s > 0 and x ∈ (a, b), let χ
s,+(t) =
s−1δ1[(t− s)/s], χ
s,−(t) = 2s−1δ1[(2t− s)/s], and
pis,±x =
∫ +∞
0
δρ(t,x)χ
s,±(t)dt
The Young measures pis,± are uniformly bounded. Taking ϕ(t, x) = ϕ0(x)χ
s,±(t)
in (9), with arbitrary ϕ0 ∈ C
1
K(R), shows that any subsequential limit pi of
pis,± as s → ∞ is a stationary mv entropy solution to (48) on (a, b) with
boundary datum (49). Hence, by Proposition 4.1, pi = δRf (λa,λb). Thus,
lim
s→∞
∫ +∞
0
∫ b
a
|ρ(t, x)− Rf(λa, λb)|χ
s,±(t)dxdt = 0
Let Is,± denote the above integral. Since the constant Rf (λa, λb) is a sta-
tionary entropy solution to (48) on (a, b) with boundary datum (49), and
χs,+, χs,− are supported respectively on [s, 2s] and [s/2, s], by Lemma 4.2,
Is,+ ≤
∫ b
a
|ρ(s, x)− Rf (λa, λb)|dx ≤ I
s,−
whence the result follows. 
Proof of theorem 2.3. Part one. Let C > 0 be such that pit,x is supported
on [0, C] and ρ(t, x) ≤ C for a.e. (t, x). For r ∈ {0, C}, we denote by ρ˜r(t, x)
the entropy solution to (8) in Ωna,b with uniform initial datum r, and bound-
ary datum (18). Since these data are invariant by translations orthogonal
to n, the same holds for ρ˜r. Hence, by Lemma 4.1, ρ˜r(t, x) = ρr(t, n.x),
where ρr is the entropy solution to (48) in (a, b), with uniform initial da-
tum r and boundary datum (49). On the other hand, pix and δρ(t,x) are
mv entropy sub-solutions (resp. super-solutions) for the boundary datum
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(18) and uniform initial datum C (resp. 0). Thus, by Proposition 4.2,
ρ˜0(t, x) ≤ ρ(t, x) ≤ ρ˜C(t, x), and pix([ρ˜
0(t, x), ρ˜C(t, x)]) = 1, for a.e. (t, x).
Conclusions follow from Corollary 4.1 applied to ρr. 
4.2 Proof of Theorem 2.3 for Ω satisfying (24)
We shall need the following
Lemma 4.2 Let ρ(., .) be the entropy solution to (8) in Ω1 ⊂ R
d with data
ρ0(.) in Ω1, λˆ(.) on ∂Ω1. Let Ω2 be an open subset of Ω1 with locally finite
perimeter, Σ ⊂ ∂Ω1 ∩ ∂Ω2, and R
± constants such that R− ≤ ρ ≤ R+ a.e.
in (0,+∞)× Ω2. Let λˆ
±(.) be equal to λˆ(.) on Σ and R± on ∂Ω2\Σ. Then
ρ(., .) is an entropy sub-solution (resp. super-solution) to (8) in Ω2 for data
ρ0(.) restricted to Ω2 and λˆ
+(.) (resp. λˆ−(.)) on ∂Ω2 .
Proof of lemma 4.2. We may assume w.l.o.g. that M in (9) is a Lispchitz
constant for h on [0, ||ρ||∞]. Let (φ
±, ψ±) = (φ±c , ψ
±
c ). By (9), m
±(dt, dx) :=
∂tφ
±(ρ)+∇x.ψ
±(ρ) is a nonpositive measure on (0,+∞)×Ω1, hence (φ
±(ρ), ψ±(ρ))
is a divergence-measure field. Let O be an open subset of Ω1 with locally
finite perimeter. By the generalized Gauss-Green formula ([9, 10]),
IO(ϕ) :=
∫
(0,+∞)×O
[φ±(ρ(t, x))∂tϕ(t, x) + ψ
±(ρ(t, x)).∇xϕ(t, x)]dtdx
= −
∫
(0,+∞)×∂O
ϕ(t, x)ψˆ±(t, x)dt dHd−1(x)−
∫
O
ϕ(0, x)φ±(ρ0(x))dx
−
∫
(0,+∞)×O
ϕ(t, x)m±(dt, dx) (52)
for every 0 ≤ ϕ ∈ C1K([0,+∞)× R
d), where ψˆ±(t, x) is a weak normal trace
for ψ±(ρ(t, x)) on ∂O. For O = Ω1, (9) implies
Mφ±(λˆ(x))− ψˆ±(t, x) ≥ 0 (53)
a.e. on ∂Ω1. To evaluate the l.h.s. of (9) for Ω = Ω2, we let O = Ω2 in
(52). We obtain boundary integrands (53) on Σ, and Mφ±(R±) − ψˆ±(t, x)
on ∂Ω2 \Σ. The latter is nonnegative because, for a.e. (t, x) ∈ (0,+∞)×Ω2
and any unitary vector n ∈ Rd, ψ±(ρ(t, x)).n ≤ Mφ±(ρ(t, x)) ≤ Mφ±(R±).

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Lemma 4.3 Let ρ(., .) be the entropy solution to (8) with uniform data r ∈
R in Ω and λ ∈ R on ∂Ω. Then ρ(t, .)→ λ as t→∞ in L1loc(Ω).
Proof of lemma 4.3. Denote by ρa′,b′(t, x) the entropy solution to (8) in
Ωna′,b′ with uniform data r in Ω
n
a′,b′ and λ on ∂Ω
n
a′,b′ . By Lemma 4.1 and
Corollary 4.1,
ρa′,b′(t, .)→ λ, in L
1
loc(Ω
n
a′,b′) (54)
We consider the case r ≥ λ, the case r ≤ λ being similar. By maximum
principle,
ρ(t, .) ≥ λ, ρa′,b′(t, .) ≥ λ (55)
for every t > 0. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, the restriction of ρa′,b′ to (0,+∞)×Ω
is an entropy super-solution to (8) in Ω for the uniform data r in Ω, λ on
∂Ω. Thus, by Proposition 4.2, ρa′,b′(t, .) ≥ ρ(t, .) in Ω for every t > 0. This,
(55) and (54) imply the result. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Part two. We first prove (ii). We consider λa ≤ λb,
the reverse case being similar. We set f(.) = h(.).n and denote by Tt(Ω, λˆ) the
solution semigroup for (8) in Ω with boundary datum λˆ(.), i.e. Tt(Ω, λˆ)ρ0(x)
is the entropy solution at time t with initial datum ρ0(.). Proposition 4.2
implies that Tt is monotone. We define the following entropy solutions to
(8). For γ ∈ {a, b},
ργ(t, .) = Tt(Ω, λˆ)[λ
f
γ1Ω] , ρ
γ(t, .) = Tt(Ω, λ
f
γ1∂Ω)ρ0(.)
ρa
′,b(t, .) = Tt(Ω
n
a′,b, λˆ
a′,b)[λfb1Ωna′,b] , ρ
a,b′(t, .) = Tt(Ω
n
a,b′ , λˆ
a,b′)[λfa1Ωna,b′ ]
where
λˆa
′,b(x) := λa1{n.x=a′} + λ
f
b1{n.x=b} , λˆ
a,b′(x) := λfa1{n.x=a} + λb1{n.x=b′}
By maximum principle,
λfa ≤ min(ρ
a(t, .), ρa,b
′
(t, .)) ≤ max(ρa(t, .), ρa,b
′
(t, .)) ≤ λb
λa ≤ min(ρ
b(t, .), ρa
′,b(t, .)) ≤ max(ρb(t, .), ρa
′,b(t, .)) ≤ λfb
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for every t > 0, respectively on Ω∩Ωna,b′ and Ω∩Ω
n
a′ ,b. It follows by Lemma 4.2
that restrictions of ρa and ρa,b
′
to Ω ∩ Ωna,b′ are respectively a super-solution
and a sub-solution to (8) in Ω ∩ Ωna,b′ for the uniform initial datum λ
f
a , and
boundary datum
λˆa(x) = λfa1{n.x=a} + λb1∂Ωb
Similarly, restrictions of ρb and ρa
′,b to Ω∩Ωna′,b are respectively a sub-solution
and a super-solution to (8) in Ω∩Ωna′,b for the uniform initial datum λ
f
b , and
boundary datum
λˆb(x) = λa1∂Ωa + λ
f
b1{n.x=b}
Let 0 < s < t and B(x0, δ) ⊂ Ω. By repeated use of Proposition 4.2, we
obtain first λfa ≤ ρ
a ≤ ρ ≤ ρb ≤ λfb on Ω, and then∫
Ω∩Ωn
a′,b
∩B(x0,δ)
(ρ(t, x)− ρa
′,b(s, x))+dx (56)
≤
∫
Ω∩B(x0,δ)
(Ts(Ω, λˆ)ρ
b(t− s, .)(x)− Ts(Ω, λˆ)[λ
f
b1Ω](x))
+dx
+
∫
Ω∩Ωn
a′,b
∩B(x0,δ)
(ρb(s, x)− ρa
′,b(s, x))+dx ≤
∫
Ω∩B(x0,δ+V s)
(ρb(t− s, x)− λbf)
+ dx
By Lemma 4.1, Corollary 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, ρa
′,b(t, .) → Rf (λa, λb) in
L1loc(Ω
n
a′,b), and ρ
b(t, .)→ λfb in L
1
loc(Ω) as t→∞. Thus, t→∞ and s→∞
in (56) yields
lim
t→∞
∫
Ω∩Ωn
a′,b
∩B(x0,δ)
(ρ(t, x)− Rf(λa, λb))
+dx = 0
The negative part on Ω ∩ Ωna,b′ is treated in a similar way using ρ
a,b′ and
ρa. Note that Rf (λa, λb) = λγ, with γ ∈ {a, b}, necessarily implies λγ = λ
f
γ .
Statement (i) follows from (ii) as in the first part of the proof in Subsection
4.1, by comparing pi with entropy solutions with uniform initial datum in Ω.

A Exclusion process with overtaking
The following model is closely related to the k-step exclusion process intro-
duced in [21].
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A.1 The model
LetK = R = 1, (e1, . . . , ed) be the canonical basis ofR
d, D = {±e1, . . . ,±ed},
k ∈ N, and (βαj )α∈D, j∈N be a family of nonnegative real numbers such that∑
j∈N
jβαj < +∞, ∀α ∈ D (57)
Thanks to (57), following the lines of [28], one can define a Feller process on
E with generator
Lf(η) =
∑
x∈Zd
∑
α∈D
∑
j∈N
βαj c
α
x,j(η)
[
f
(
ηx,x+jα
)
− f(η)
]
(58)
where
cαx,j(η) := (1− η(x+ jα))
j−1∏
n=0
η(x+ nα) (59)
The interpretation is that a particle jumps to the first vacant site in a ran-
domly chosen direction α = ±ei with rate β
α
j , where j is the distance to
the target site, or stays where it is if no vacant site is found. For every
ρ ∈ [0, 1], the product Bernoulli measure νρ, whose marginal θρ at each site
is the Bernoulli measure with parameter ρ, is invariant for this process. We
further make the irreducibility assumption βα1 + β
−α
1 > 0 and monotonic-
ity assumption βαj+1 ≤ β
α
j for all α ∈ D, the latter implying attractiveness.
These two assumptions imply (4) and Proposition 3.1, which can be estab-
lished as in [21].
Open-boundary dynamics. For this model, (6) can be expressed ex-
plicitely as follows. Given x ∈ Zd, α ∈ D and j ∈ N, let
cαx,j(η) :=
∏
z∈[x,x+jα]∩ΩN
η(z)
∏
z∈[x,x+jα]\ΩN
λN(z) (60)
where [x, x + jα] := {x + iα : i = 0, . . . , j}. If x ∈ ΩN and x + jα ∈ ΩN , a
jump from x to x + jα occurs at rate cαx,j. Note that this rate may depend
on the reservoir profile if [x, x+ jα] 6⊂ ΩN . If x ∈ Z
d \ΩN and x+ jα ∈ ΩN ,
a particle is created at x+ jα with rate cαx,j. If x+ jα ∈ Z
d\ΩN and x ∈ ΩN ,
a particle is removed from x at rate cαx,j.
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Example. Let d = 1, Ω = (0, 1), ΩN = {1, . . . , N − 1}, D = {−1, 1},
β−11 = 0 (no jumps to the left), β
1
1 = β1 ≥ β
1
2 = β2 > 0 = β
1
3 , λN (−1) =
λN(0) = λa, λN(N) = λN (N + 1) = λa, λˆ = λa1{0} + λb1{1}. The bound-
ary dynamics is defined as follows. A particle is created at site 1 with rate
(β1λl + β2λ
2
l )[1 − η(1)] and at site 2 with rate β2λlη(1)[1 − η(2)], removed
from site N − 2 with rate β2η(N − 2)η(N − 1)[1 − λr] and from site N − 1
with rate [β1(1− λr) + β2λr(1− λr)]η(N − 1).
Flux function. The microscopic flux function involved in (15) is now
j(η) =
∑
α∈D
∑
j∈N
jαβαj c
α
0,j(η), (61)
which results in
h(ρ) = ρ(1− ρ)
d∑
i=1
[∑
j∈N
j
(
βeij − β
−ei
j
)
ρj−1
]
ei (62)
Assumption (57) implies h ∈ C1([0, 1]). In particular, any flux function of
the form h(ρ) = ρ(1 − ρ)P (ρ), where P is a Rd-valued polynomial, can be
obtained by a suitable choice of βαj .
A.2 Proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4
For this model, the range ∆ of the dynamics involved in (12) is now defined
by ∆ = sup{j ∈ N :
∑
α∈D β
α
j > 0}. The coupled generator for the process
on Zd is (see [21] for a similar coupling), with (η, ξ) ∈ E2,
L˜f(η, ξ) =
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
k,l∈N
βαk ∧ β
α
l c
α
x,k(η)c
α
x,l(ξ)
[
f
(
ηx,x+k, ξx,x+l
)
− f(η, ξ)
]
+
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
k,l∈N
(βαk − β
α
l )
+cαx,k(η)c
α
x,l(ξ)
[
f
(
ηx,x+k, ξ
)
− f(η, ξ)
]
+
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
k,l∈N
(βαl − β
α
k )
+cαx,k(η)c
α
x,l(ξ)
[
f
(
η, ξx,x+l
)
− f(η, ξ)
]
+
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
k∈N
βαk c
α
x,k(η)
[
1−
∑
l∈N
cαx,l(ξ)
] [
f
(
ηx,x+k, ξ
)
− f(η, ξ)
]
+
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
l∈N
βαl
[
1−
∑
k∈N
cαx,k(η)
]
cαx,l(ξ)
[
f
(
η, ξx,x+l
)
− f(η, ξ)
]
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This coupling preserves order as a result of the monotonicity assumption on
βαj . For the open coupled process (29), the reservoir measure (28) is defined
here from Bernoulli marginals (27). Lemma 3.1, which depends only on
product invariant measures and model-independent definition (6), still holds
true. For Lemma 3.2, a direct proof, based on explicit coupling rates for the
open process, was given for the Misanthrope’s process. Such a proof is tedious
here. However, Lemma 3.2 holds more generally because the above coupling
on Zd is monotone, and the model-independent definition (29) automatically
inherits this property:
Proof of lemma 3.2. Model-independent version. We have to show that
whenever η ≤ ξ, where (η, ξ) ∈ E2N , a transition (η, ξ) → (η
′, ξ′) in the
coupled process (29) cannot have positive rate unless η′ ≤ ξ′. From (29), the
rate of this transition is given by
C˜N(η, ξ; η
′, ξ′) =
∫
E
2
N
∑
(η′,ξ′)∈E
2
N
C˜(η ⊕ η, ξ ⊕ ξ; η′ ⊕ η′, ξ′ ⊕ ξ′)dν˜N(η, ξ) (63)
where the integrand C˜ denotes the rate of a transition
(η ⊕ η, ξ ⊕ ξ)→ (η′ ⊕ η′, ξ′ ⊕ ξ′)
for the coupled generator L˜ on Zd. Since λN(x) ≤ c for every x ∈ Z
d\ΩN ,
ν˜N is supported on pairs (η, ξ) such that η ≤ ξ. For such pairs, the rate (63)
is zero if η′ 6≤ ξ′, because L˜ is a monotone coupling. 
We are left to establish analogues of (37)–(38) for this model. For simplicity
we will only consider Φ+N . For the process on Z
d we have, with (η, ξ) ∈ E2,
L˜Φ+N (t, η, ξ) =
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
k,l∈N: k>l
βαk c
α
x,k(η)c
α
x,l(ξ)[1− ξ(x+ kα)]∇
α
N,l,k [ϕ1ΩN ] (t, x)
+
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
k,l∈N: k>l
[βαl − β
α
k ]c
α
x,k(η)c
α
x,l(ξ)∇
α
N,l,0 [ϕ1ΩN ] (t, x)
+
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
k∈N
βαk c
α
x,k(η)[1− ξ(x)][1− ξ(x+ kα)]∇
α
N,0,k [ϕ1ΩN ] (t, x)
−
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
k,l∈N: k 6=l
βαk ∧ β
α
l c
α
x,k(η)c
α
x,l(ξ)ξ(x+ kα) [ϕ1ΩN ]
(
t,
x+ lα
N
)
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−
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
k∈N
βαk c
α
x,k(η)[1− ξ(x)]ξ(x+ kα) [ϕ1ΩN ]
(
t,
x
N
)
−
∑
α∈D
∑
x∈Zd
∑
l∈N
βαl c
α
x,l(ξ)[1− η(x)]η(x+ lα) [ϕ1ΩN ]
(
t,
x+ lα
N
)
(64)
where ∇αN,l,kϕ(t, x) := ϕ[t, (x+ kα)/N ]− ϕ[t, (x+ lα)/N ]. An upper bound
for (64) is obtained by gathering three types of terms on the first three lines:
Boundary terms are those whose last factor (the variation of Φ+N ) is posi-
tive of order 1: (i) those on the first line for which x+kα ∈ ΩN , x+ lα 6∈ ΩN ;
(ii) those on the second line for which x ∈ ΩN , x+ lα 6∈ ΩN ; (iii) those on the
third line for which x 6∈ ΩN , x+kα ∈ ΩN . The corresponding variation of Φ
+
N
is ϕ(z/N), where z is the site inside ΩN in (i)–(iii). We denote by B˜
i
N(t, η, ξ)
the sum of boundary terms from the i-th line of (64). For (η, ξ) ∈ E2N , we
denote by
B˜iN,c(t, η, ξ) =
∫
E
2
N
B˜iN(t, η ⊕ η, ξ ⊕ ξ)dν˜N (η, ξ)
the resulting contribution to L˜N,cΦ
+
N . This averaging produces a factor
(λN(x + l) − c)
+ on the first two lines, and a factor (λN(x) − c)
+ on the
third line of (64). After changes of index and exchanges of summations, we
obtain the bounds
B˜iN,c(t, η, ξ) ≤
∑
α∈D
+∞∑
k=1
βαk
∑
u 6∈ΩN , d(u,ΩN )≤k
(λN(u)− c)
+ sup
v∈ΩN , |v−u|≤k
ϕ
( v
N
)
By (12) and (57), the above r.h.s. is bounded by a constant times K±∂Ω(ϕ).
Thus the contribution of boundary terms produces the r.h.s. of (37).
Bulk terms are those for which [x, x + kα] ⊂ ΩN . We introduce a cut-
off k ≤ r, similar to (41)–(42). By (12) and (57), the contribution of terms
k > r yields a vanishing δr as in (40). The contribution of terms k ≤ r is
analogous to the leading term on the r.h.s. of (40), with (41) replaced by
j˜+r (η, ξ) =
∑
α∈D
∑
k,l∈N: r≥k>l
(k − l)βαk c
α
0,k(η)c
α
0,l(ξ)[1− ξ(kα)]
−
∑
α∈D
∑
k,l∈N: r≥k>l
l[βαl − β
α
k ]c
α
0,k(η)c
α
0,l(ξ)
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+
∑
α∈D
∑
k∈N: r≥k
kβαk c
α
0,k(η)[1− ξ(0)][1− ξ(kα)]
Let j˜+ be defined as j˜+r without the truncation k ≤ r. Note that j˜
+(η, ξ) = 0
if η ≤ ξ, and j˜+(η, ξ) = j(η)− j(ξ) if η ≥ ξ, with j given by (61). Hence, by
Proposition 3.1, < j˜+ >ρ,c= ψ
+
c (ρ). By (57), j˜
+
r → j˜
+ uniformly as r →∞.
Thus, by Proposition 3.2, the contribution of bulk terms produces the r.h.s.
of (38).
Error terms are those not considered yet, for which [x, x + kα] 6⊂ ΩN and
[x, x+ kα] ∩ ΩN 6= ∅. For these terms, d(x,ΩN) ≤ k and d(x,Z
d \ ΩN ) ≤ k,
and the corresponding gradient term in (64) is or order N−1. By (12) and
(57), the total contribution of such terms is O(N−1).
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